SolidWorks Assembly tutorial for Fish Tank project
SolidWorks v. 2013, Zdenek Zumr, SWEETLab, 1/6/2014
At this point you should have drawn the parts that will make up the fish tank
assembly; you know what folder you saved them in and named them with
descriptive names such as:
Endcap,
Tube,
StraightNipple,
OverflowNipple, so that you can easily locate them during the assembly
process.
No SolidWorks documents are open at the beginning of this tutorial.

Start up SolidWorks, click on the blank page icon, a New SolidWorks Document window will pop up,
there select Assembly
and click the OK button.

The following blank screen will present

To populate your assembly select a part by clicking the Browse button. Navigate to where your parts
are stored.
In my case the parts are in the EAS199winter2012 folder, inside the My Documents folder, on the (N:)
drive that is a virtual network drive.

I selected the part labeled TankCylinder; click the Open button.

Drag the part to any position on the screen and anchor it with a click.

In the left hand column the part appears in the assembly tree, to select another part click on Insert
Components; that will get you back to the Browse window. The second part I select is 112inCap for the
1 ½ Inch end Cap that forms the bottom of the fish tank. Click Open. Place the part anywhere on the
page.

Ideally you drew the parts in the orientation in which they will be mounted. If not rotate your parts by
clicking on the part to be moved or rotated and then clicking on the arrow under Move Components.
Arrange your parts such that they are close to the positions you want them to be in.

To unselect a part click on the background or use the Esc. Key.

Now the parts have to be fixed with respect to one another. This is accomplished with the Mate
command. To fully fix the above parts we'll need three mates; one defines the parts as concentric, the
second defines the depth of insertion of the tube into the end cap and the third defines the rotation of
the tube with respect to the end cap. Since the end cap is concentric we can do without the last one for
now. There are many way to mate parts, but I like to select surfaces that will have actual mechanical
connection for my mates.
Start be clicking on the Mate command.
Click on the outside surface of TankCylinder, the selection will appear in the Mate Selection window as
Face<1>, then click on the inside surface of the 112inCap, the selection will appear as Face<2>.
Since the surfaces are both circular SolidWorks will suggest Concentric as a mate and move the parts in
the suggested position.

Click on the check mark to confirm this mate.
Next select the top surface of the TankCylinder and the flat top surface of the 112inCap.

SolidWorks will suggest Coincident as a mate but that is not what we want.
Override the suggestion by selecting the distance button |<->| and type in the distance between the two
surfaces. 50 mm in my case, you pick the dimensions from your assembly instructions.

Probably a good idea to safe your assembly now.
Proceed inserting the nipples and orienting them where you want them.
Note that SolidWorks will permit assemblies that are mechanically impossible such as overlapping
parts or assemblies impossible to assemble; so just because you can draw it doesn't mean you can
actually build it.

